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Black Athena Martin Bernal 1987 What is classical about Classical civilization? In one of the most audacious works of scholarship ever written, Martin Bernal
challenges the whole basis of our thinking about this question. Classical civilization, he argues, has deep roots in Afroasiatic cultures. But these Afroasiatic
influences have been systematically ignored, denied or suppressed since the eighteenth century - chiefly for racist reasons. Volume II is concerned with the
archaeological and documentary evidence for contacts between Egypt and the Levant on the one hand and the Aegean on the other, during the Bronze Age
from c. 3400 B.C. to c. 1100 B.C.
Black Athena: The archaeological and documentary evidence Martin Bernal 1987 What is classical about Classical civilization? In one of the most audacious
works of scholarship ever written, Martin Bernal challenges the whole basis of our thinking about this question. Classical civilization, he argues, has deep roots
in Afroasiatic cultures. But these Afroasiatic influences have been systematically ignored, denied or suppressed since the eighteenth century - chiefly for racist
reasons.
Race and Ethnicity Rodney D. Coates 2004-10-01 This edited volume provides a critical re-appraisal of race and ethnicity through a multi-disciplinarian,
geographically varied, and historically diverse set of lenses. This approach allows for a resituation and recontextualization of our understaning of race,
ethnicity and the processes by which and through which they change.
Teaching Global History Alan J. Singer 2019-10-28 This updated edition of Teaching Global History challenges prospective and beginning social studies
teachers to formulate their own views about what is important to know in global history and why. This essential text explains how to organize curriculum
around broad social studies concepts and themes, as well as student questions about humanity, history, and the contemporary world. All chapters feature
lesson ideas, a sample lesson plan with activity sheets, primary source documents, and helpful charts, graphs, photographs, and maps. This new edition
includes connections to the C3 framework, updates throughout to account for the many shifts in global politics, and a new chapter connecting past to present
through current events and historical studies in ways that engage students and propel civic activism. Offering an alternative to pre-packaged textbook
outlines and materials, this text is a powerful resource for promoting thoughtful reflection and debate on what the global history curriculum should be and how
to teach it.
Language Matters Timothy Reagan 2009-04-01 "This book addresses a timely and very important topic: language in education. Language, apparently, is a
very tricky business. On the one hand, everyone uses language, and virtually everyone has strong views about language. In the educational domain this
seems to be especially true. Language is not merely an intrinsic component of the educational process as the medium of instruction in the classroom, but also
serves as the mediator of social reality for students and teachers alike. It plays a central role in articulating and conveying not only social, cultural and
empirical ideas, but ideological concepts as well. It is also used to make judgments about the speaker, not to mention its role in maintaining differential power
relations. And yet, in spite of this, the role of language is not sufficiently recognized in classroom practice much of the time. Nor is language, except in fairly
narrow ways, really an especially central part of the curriculum, in spite of its incredible importance. To be sure, we do spend a great deal of time and money
attempting to teach students to read and write (that is, to provide them with basic literacy skills), and we provide nominal support for foreign language
education programs. We also provide limited support for children coming to school who do not speak English. What we do not do, though, is to recognize the
absolute centrality of language knowledge and language use for the educated person. This book seeks to address these issues from the broad perspective of
critical pedagogy.
Invented Knowledge Ronald H. Fritze 2009-05-15 This incredible exploration of the murky world of pseudo-history reveals the mix of proven facts, informed
speculation, and pure fiction behind lost continents, ancient super-civilizations, and conspiratorial cover-ups—as well as the revisionist historical foundations of
religions such as the Nation of Islam and the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. Drawing on the best scholarship available, Ronald H. Fritze shows that
in spite of strong, mainstream historical evidence to the contrary, many of these ideas have proved durable and gained widespread acceptance. As the
examples in Invented Knowledge reveal, pseudo-historians capitalize on and exploit anomalies in evidence to support their claims, rather than examining the
preponderance of research as a whole.
Major versus Minor? – Languages and Literatures in a Globalized World Theo D’haen 2015-09-15 Do the notions of “World Lingua Franca” and “World
Literature” now need to be firmly relegated to an imperialist-cum-colonialist past? Or can they be rehabilitated in a practical and equitable way that fully
endorses a politics of recognition? For scholars in the field of languages and literatures, this is the central dilemma to be faced in a world that is increasingly
globalized. In this book, the possible banes and benefits of globalization are illuminated from many different viewpoints by scholars based in Africa, Asia,
Europe, North America, and Oceania. Among their more particular topics of discussion are: language spread, language hegemony, and language conservation;
literary canons, literature and identity, and literary anthologies; and the bearing of the new communication technologies on languages and literatures alike.
Throughout the book, however, the most frequently explored opposition is between languages or literatures perceived as “major” and others perceived as
“minor”, two terms which are sometimes qualitative in connotation, sometimes quantitative, and sometimes both at once, depending on who is using them
and with reference to what.
Negotiation, Collaboration and Conflict in Ancient and Medieval Communities Christian Krötzl 2022-03-28 Focusing on forms of interaction and methods of
negotiation in multicultural, multi-ethnic and multilingual contexts during Antiquity and the Middle Ages, this volume examines questions of social and cultural
interaction within and between diverse ethnic communities. Toleration and coexistence were essential in all late antique and medieval societies and their
communities. However, power struggles and prejudices could give rise to suspicion, conflict and violence. All of these had a central influence on social
dynamics, negotiations of collective or individual identity, definitions of ethnicity and the shaping of legal rules. What was the function of multicultural and
multilingual interaction: did it create and increase conflicts, or was it rather a prerequisite for survival and prosperity? The focus of this book is society and the
history of everyday life, examining gender, status and ethnicity and the various forms of interaction and negotiation.
British Romantic Literature and the Emerging Modern Greek Nation Alexander Grammatikos 2018-05-24 British Romantic Literature and the Emerging Modern
Greek Nation makes an original contribution to the field of British Romantic Hellenism (and Romanticism more broadly) by emphasizing the diversity of
Romantic-era writers’ attitudes towards, and portrayals of, Modern Greece. Whereas, traditionally, studies of British Romantic Hellenism have predominantly
focused on Europe’s preoccupation with an idealized Ancient Greece, this study emphasizes the nuanced and complex nature of British Romantic writers’
engagements with Modern Greece. Specifically, the book emphasizes the ways that early nineteenth-century British literature about contemporary Greece
helped to strengthen British-Greek intercultural relations and, ultimately, to situate Greece within a European sphere of influence.
Black Athena Writes Back Martin Bernal 2001-08-30 In Black Athena Writes Back Martin Bernal responds to the passionate debates set off by the 1987
publication of his book Black Athena. Producing a shock wave of reaction from scholars, Black Athena argued that the development of Greek civilization was
heavily influenced by Afroasiatic civilizations. Moreover, Bernal asserted that this knowledge had been deliberately obscured by the rampant racism of
nineteenth-century Europeans who could not abide the notion that Greek society—for centuries recognized as the originating culture of Europe—had its origins

in Africa and Southwest Asia. The subsequent rancor among classicists over Bernal’s theory and accusations was picked up in the popular media, and his
suggestion that Greek culture had its origin in Africa was widely derided. In a report on 60 Minutes, for example, it was suggested that Bernal’s hypothesis was
essentially an attempt to provide blacks with self-esteem so that they would feel included in the march of progress. In Black Athena Writes Back Bernal
provides additional documentation to back up his thesis, as well as offering persuasive explanations of why traditional scholarship on the subject remains
inaccurate and why specific arguments lobbed against his theories are themselves faulty. Black Athena Writes Back requires no prior familiarity with either the
Black Athena hypothesis or with the arguments advanced against it. It will be essential reading for those who have been following this long-running debate, as
well as for those just discovering this fascinating subject.
The End of the West and Other Cautionary Tales Sean Meighoo 2016-04-19 Most historical accounts of "the West" take it for granted that the guiding
principles of the Western tradition—reason, progress, and freedom—have been passed down directly from ancient Greece to modern Europe, evolving in
isolation from all non-Western cultures. Today, many political analysts and cultural critics maintain that the Western tradition is fast approaching its end, for
better or worse, as it becomes more and more integrated with non-Western cultures in an increasingly globalized world. But what if we are witnessing
something else entirely—not the "end" of the West but rather another historical mutation of the idea of the West itself? This groundbreaking work shows that
whether the West is hailed as the source of all historical progress or scorned as the root of all cultural imperialism, it remains a deeply problematic concept
that is intrinsically connected to an ethnocentric view of the world. In a critical reading of the continental philosophers Husserl, Heidegger, Levinas, and
Derrida as well as the postcolonial thinkers Said, Mohanty, Bhabha, and Trinh, Sean Meighoo strikes at the intellectual foundations of Western exceptionalism
until its ideological supports show through. Deconstructing the concept of the West in his provocative interpretations of Martin Bernal's controversial
publication Black Athena and the Beatles' second film Help!, Meighoo poses a formidable question to philosophers, writers, political analysts, and cultural
critics alike: Can we mount an effective critique of Western ethnocentrism without reinforcing the very idea of the West?
Black Athena Martin Bernal 2020-02-14 Black Athena, an audacious three-volume series, strikes at the heart of today's most heated culture wars. Martin
Bernal challenges Eurocentric attitudes by calling into question conventional explanations for the origins of classical civilization. Provocative, passionate, and
colossal in scope, this thoughtful rewriting of history continues to stir academic and political controversy.
Black Athena Comes of Age
The Secret History of Democracy Benjamin Isakhan 2011-01-28 This book explores the intriguing idea that there is much more democracy in human history
than is generally acknowledged. It establishes that democracy was developing across greater Asia before classical Athens, clung on during the 'Dark Ages',
often formed part of indigenous governance and is developing today in unexpected ways.
Encyclopedia of Blacks in European History and Culture [2 volumes] Eric Martone 2008-12-08 Blacks have played a significant part in European civilization
since ancient times. This encyclopedia illuminates blacks in European history, literature, and popular culture. It emphasizes the considerable scope of black
influence in, and contributions to, European culture. The first blacks arrived in Europe as slaves and later as laborers and soldiers, and black immigrants today
along with others are transforming Europe into multicultural states. This indispensable set expands our knowledge of blacks in Western civilization. More than
350 essay entries introduce students and other readers to the white European response to blacks in their countries, the black experiences and impact there,
and the major interactions between Europe and Africa, the Caribbean, and the United States that resulted in the settling of blacks in Europe. The range of
information presented is impressive, with entries on noted European political, literary, and cultural figures of black descent from ancient times to the present,
major literary works that had a substantial impact on European perceptions of blacks, black holidays and festivals, the struggle for civil equality for blacks, the
role and influence of blacks in contemporary European popular culture, black immigration to Europe, black European identity, and much more. Offered as well
are entries on organizations that contributed to the development of black political and social rights in Europe, representations of blacks in European art and
cultural symbols, and European intellectual and scientific theories on blacks. Individual entries on Britain, Spain, Portugal, France, Italy, Germany, the
Netherlands, Russia, Central Europe, Scandinavia, and Eastern Europe include historical overviews of the presence and contributions of blacks and discussion
of country's role in the African slave trade and abolition and its colonies in Africa and the Caribbean. Suggestions for further reading accompany each entry. A
chronology, resource guide, and photos complement the text.
African Americans and the Classics Margaret Malamud 2019-01-24 A new wave of research in black classicism has emerged in the 21st century that explores
the role played by the classics in the larger cultural traditions of black America, Africa and the Caribbean. Addressing a gap in this scholarship, Margaret
Malamud investigates why and how advocates for abolition and black civil rights (both black and white) deployed their knowledge of classical literature and
history in their struggle for black liberty and equality in the United States. African Americans boldly staked their own claims to the classical world: they
deployed texts, ideas and images of ancient Greece, Rome and Egypt in order to establish their authority in debates about slavery, race, politics and
education. A central argument of this book is that knowledge and deployment of Classics was a powerful weapon and tool for resistance-as improbable as that
might seem now-when wielded by black and white activists committed to the abolition of slavery and the end of the social and economic oppression of free
blacks. The book significantly expands our understanding of both black history and classical reception in the United States.
Black Athena: The fabrication of ancient Greece, 1785-1985 Martin Bernal 1987 Could Greek philosophy be rooted in Egyptian thought? Is it possible that the
Pythagorean theory was conceived on the shores of the Nile and the Euphrates rather than in ancient Greece? Could it be that Western civilization was born on
the so-called Dark Continent? For almost two centuries, Western scholars have given little credence to the possibility of such scenarios. In Black Athena, an
audacious three-volume series that strikes at the heart of today's most heated culture wars, Martin Bernal challenges Eurocentric attitudes by calling into
question two of the longest-established explanations for the origins of classical civilization. The Aryan Model, which is current today, claims that Greek culture
arose as the result of the conquest from the north by Indo-European speakers, or "Aryans," of the native "pre-Hellenes." The Ancient Model, which was
maintained in Classical Greece, held that the native population of Greece had initially been civilized by Egyptian and Phoenician colonists and that additional
Near Eastern culture had been introduced to Greece by Greeks studying in Egypt and Southwest Asia. Moving beyond these prevailing models, Bernal
proposes a Revised Ancient Model, which suggests that classical civilization in fact had deep roots in Afroasiatic cultures. This long-awaited third and final
volume of the series is concerned with the linguistic evidence that contradicts the Aryan Model of ancient Greece. Bernal shows how nearly 40 percent of the
Greek vocabulary has been plausibly derived from two Afroasiatic languages-Ancient Egyptian and West Semitic. He also reveals how these derivations are not
limited to matters of trade, but extended to the sophisticated language of politics, religion, and philosophy. This evidence, according to Bernal, confirms the
fact that in Greece an Indo-European people was culturally dominated by speakers of Ancient Egyptian and West Semitic. Provocative, passionate, and
colossal in scope, this volume caps a thoughtful rewriting of history that has been stirring academic and political controversy since the publication of the first
volume.
Black Athena Writes Back Martin Bernal 2001-09-20 Responds to the debates set off by the author's 1987 publication of "Black Athena," arguing that Greek
civilization was heavily influence by Afroasiatic cultures, and provides additional information to support the thesis while lashing out against the inherent
racism of traditional scholarship.
Race Denise Eileen McCoskey 2021-03-25 How do different cultures think about race? In the modern era, racial distinctiveness has been assessed primarily in
terms of a person's physical appearance. But it was not always so. As Denise McCoskey shows, the ancient Greeks and Romans did not use skin colour as the
basis for categorising ethnic disparity. The colour of one's skin lies at the foundation of racial variability today because it was used during the heyday of
European exploration and colonialism to construct a hierarchy of civilizations and then justify slavery and other forms of economic exploitation. Assumptions
about race thus have to take into account factors other than mere physiognomy. This is particularly true in relation to the classical world. In fifth century
Athens, racial theory during the Persian Wars produced the categories 'Greek' and 'Barbarian', and set them in brutal opposition to one another: a process that
could be as intense and destructive as 'black and 'white' in our own age. Ideas about race in antiquity were therefore completely distinct but as closely bound
to political and historical contexts as those that came later. This provocative book boldly explores the complex matrices of race - and the differing
interpretations of ancient and modern - across epic, tragedy and the novel. Ranging from Theocritus to Toni Morrison, and from Tacitus and Pliny to Bernal's
seminal study Black Athena, this is a powerful and original new assessment.
Ex Oriente Lex Raymond Westbrook 2015-02-25 A preface by editors Deborah Lyons and Kurt Raaflaub details the importance of Westbrook’s work for the
field of classics, while Sophie Démare-Lafont’s incisive introduction places Westbrook’s ideas within the wider context of ancient law.
A Short History of African Philosophy, Second Edition Barry Hallen 2009-09-03 A Short History of African Philosophy discusses major ideas, figures, and schools
of thought in philosophy in the African context. While drawing out critical issues in the formation of African philosophy, Barry Hallen focuses on recent

scholarship and relevant debates that have made African philosophy critical to understanding the rich and complex cultural heritage of the continent. This
revised edition expands the historical perspective, takes account of recent discoveries and new canonical figures, highlights new discussions about gender as
a cultural and philosophical phenomenon, clarifies issues regarding indigenous cultures and human rights, and builds on the notion that African philosophy
shares methods and concerns of philosophy worldwide. This short reference is an essential resource for students, scholars, and general readers.
Black Athena: The linguistic evidence Martin Bernal 1987
Byzantium / druk 1 Judith Herrin 2013-02-15 Geschiedenis van het Byzantijnse keizerrijk dat bestond van 324 tot 1453.
Black Athena Martin Bernal 2020-02-14 Black Athena, an audacious three-volume series, strikes at the heart of today's most heated culture wars. Martin
Bernal challenges Eurocentric attitudes by calling into question conventional explanations for the origins of classical civilization. Provocative, passionate, and
colossal in scope, this thoughtful rewriting of history continues to stir academic and political controversy.
Women and Knowledge in the Mediterranean Fatima Sadiqi 2013-05-07 Women in the Mediterranean have helped constitute new meanings of knowledge
whilst simultaneously providing a wealth of material that is now part of the knowledge archive of the area. The inception of types of knowledge that differ from
the conventional necessitates a re-definition of the concept of ‘knowledge,’ an issue which is addressed in this volume. Employing a range of theories and
methodologies, this book explores four main domains in which women’s knowledge is attested: women and written knowledge; women and oral knowledge;
women and legal, religious, and economic knowledge; and women and media knowledge. By presenting untapped women’s expressions of knowledge in these
domains, this book opens new avenues of research in fields such as sociology, history and literature, amongst others. This book will be an invaluable resource
for students and scholars of the Middle East, Women and Gender studies and Mediterranean Studies.
Heresy in the University Jacques Berlinerblau 1999 Berlinerblau (Judaic studies, Hofstra U.) explores the reactions--widely divergent but mostly intense--to
Martin Bernal's 1987 publication of the first volume of Black Athena: The Afroasiatic Roots of Classical Civilization. In light of classicist reacting to an outsider's
intrusion into their field and Afrocentrist accusation of stealing the material from black scholars, he considers the question of intellectual responsibility during
an age of cultural warfare. He also elucidates the contents of the book itself. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
Black Athena Martin Bernal 1987
Art History: The Basics Diana Newall 2021-03-23 Now in its second edition, this volume is an accessible introduction to the history of art. Using an
international range of examples, it provides the reader with a toolkit of concepts, ideas and methods relevant to understanding art history. This new edition is
fully updated with colour illustrations, increased coverage of non-western art and extended discussions of contemporary art theory. It introduces key ideas,
issues and debates, exploring questions such as: What is art and what is meant by art history? What approaches and methodologies are used to interpret and
evaluate art? How have ideas regarding medium, gender, identity and difference informed representation? What perspectives can psychoanalysis, semiotics
and social art histories bring to the study of the discipline? How are the processes of postcolonialism, decolonisation and globalisation changing approaches to
art history? Complete with helpful subject summaries, a glossary, suggestions for future reading and guidance on relevant image archives, this book is an
ideal starting point for anyone studying art history as well as general readers with an interest in the subject.
Classics, the Culture Wars, and Beyond Eric Adler 2016-11 Scrutinizes the contentious ideological feuds in American academia during the 1980s and 1990s
Synopsis: An Annual Index of Greek Studies, 1993, 3 Andrew D. Dimarogonas 1998-10-28 Presents 12,860 entries listing scholarly publications on Greek
studies. Research and review journals, books, and monographs are indexed in the areas of classical, Hellenistic, Biblical, Byzantine, Medieval, and modern
Greek studies., but no annotations are included. After the general listings, entries are also indexed by journal, text, name, geography, and subject. The CDROM contains an electronic version of the book. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
Destroy the Copy – Plaster Cast Collections in the 19th–20th Centuries Annetta Alexandridis 2022-09-05 Based on two international conferences held at
Cornell University and the Freie Universität of Berlin in 2010 and 2015, this volume is the first ever to explicitly address the destruction of plaster cast
collections of ancient Mediterranean and Western sculpture. Focusing on Europe, the Americas, and Japan, art historians, archaeologists and a literary scholar
discuss how different museum and academic traditions – national as well as disciplinary –, notions of value and authenticity, or colonialism impacted the fate
of collections. The texts offer detailed documentation of degrees of destruction by spectacular acts of defacement, demolition, discarding, or neglect. They
also shed light on the accompanying discourses regarding aesthetic ideals, political ideologies, educational and scholarly practices, or race. With destruction
being understood as a critical part of reception, the histories of cast collections defy the traditional, homogenous narrative of rise and decline. Their diverse
histories provide critical evidence for rethinking the use and display of plaster cast collections in the contemporary moment.
Bijzonderheden over Japan Isaac Titsingh 1824
Black Athena Martin Bernal 2020-02-14 Winner of the 1990 American Book Award What is classical about Classical civilization? In one of the most audacious
works of scholarship ever written, Martin Bernal challenges the foundation of our thinking about this question. Classical civilization, he argues, has deep roots
in Afroasiatic cultures. But these Afroasiatic influences have been systematically ignored, denied or suppressed since the eighteenth century—chiefly for racist
reasons. The popular view is that Greek civilization was the result of the conquest of a sophisticated but weak native population by vigorous Indo-European
speakers—Aryans—from the North. But the Classical Greeks, Bernal argues, knew nothing of this “Aryan model.” They did not see their institutions as original,
but as derived from the East and from Egypt in particular. In an unprecedented tour de force, Bernal links a wide range of areas and disciplines—drama,
poetry, myth, theological controversy, esoteric religion, philosophy, biography, language, historical narrative, and the emergence of “modern scholarship.”
This volume is the second in a three-part series concerned with the competition between two historical models for the origins of Greek civilization. Volume II is
concerned with the archaeological and documentary evidence for contacts between Egypt and the Levant on the one hand, and the Aegean on the other,
during the Bronze Age from c. 34000 BC to c. 1100 BC. These approaches are supplemented by information from later Greek myths, legends, religious cults,
and language. The author concludes that contact between the two regions was far more extensive and influential than is generally believed. In the
introduction to this volume, Bernal also responds to some reviews and criticism of Volume I of Black Athena.
Unwrapping Ancient Egypt Christina Riggs 2014-04-10 First runner-up for the British-Kuwait Friendship Society Book Prize in Middle Eastern Studies 2015. In
ancient Egypt, wrapping sacred objects, including mummified bodies, in layers of cloth was a ritual that lay at the core of Egyptian society. Yet in the modern
world, attention has focused instead on unwrapping all the careful arrangements of linen textiles the Egyptians had put in place. This book breaks new ground
by looking at the significance of textile wrappings in ancient Egypt, and at how their unwrapping has shaped the way we think about the Egyptian past.
Wrapping mummified bodies and divine statues in linen reflected the cultural values attached to this textile, with implications for understanding gender,
materiality and hierarchy in Egyptian society. Unwrapping mummies and statues similarly reflects the values attached to Egyptian antiquities in the West,
where the colonial legacies of archaeology, Egyptology and racial science still influence how Egypt appears in museums and the press. From the tomb of
Tutankhamun to the Arab Spring, Unwrapping Ancient Egypt raises critical questions about the deep-seated fascination with this culture – and what that
fascination says about our own.
Black Athena Martin Bernal 2006-11-03 Could Greek philosophy be rooted in Egyptian thought? Is it possible that the Pythagorean theory was conceived on
the shores of the Nile and the Euphrates rather than in ancient Greece? Could it be that much of Western civilization was formed on the “Dark Continent”? For
almost two centuries, Western scholars have given little credence to the possibility of such scenarios. In Black Athena, an audacious three-volume series that
strikes at the heart of today’s most heated culture wars, Martin Bernal challenges Eurocentric attitudes by calling into question two of the longest-established
explanations for the origins of classical civilization. To use his terms, the Aryan Model, which is current today, claims that Greek culture arose as the result of
the conquest from the north by Indo-European speakers, or “Aryans,” of the native “pre-Hellenes.” The Ancient Model, which was maintained in Classical
Greece, held that the native population of Greece had initially been civilized by Egyptian and Phoenician colonists and that additional Near Eastern culture had
been introduced to Greece by Greeks studying in Egypt and Southwest Asia. Moving beyond these prevailing models, Bernal proposes a Revised Ancient
Model, which suggests that classical civilization in fact had deep roots in Afroasiatic cultures. This long-awaited third and final volume of the series is
concerned with the linguistic evidence that contradicts the Aryan Model of ancient Greece. Bernal shows how nearly 40 percent of the Greek vocabulary has
been plausibly derived from two Afroasiatic languages—Ancient Egyptian and West Semitic. He also reveals how these derivations are not limited to matters of
trade, but extended to the sophisticated language of politics, religion, and philosophy. This evidence, according to Bernal, greatly strengthens the hypothesis
that in Greece an Indo-European–speaking population was culturally dominated by Ancient Egyptian and West Semitic speakers Provocative, passionate, and
colossal in scope, this volume caps a thoughtful rewriting of history that has been stirring academic and political controversy since the publication of the first
volume.

The Art of Contact S. Rebecca Martin 2017-05-19 The proem to Herodotus's history of the Greek-Persian wars relates the long-standing conflict between
Europe and Asia from the points of view of the Greeks' chief antagonists, the Persians and Phoenicians. However humorous or fantastical these accounts may
be, their stories, as voiced by a Greek, reveal a great deal about the perceived differences between Greeks and others. The conflict is framed in political, not
absolute, terms correlative to historical events, not in terms of innate qualities of the participants. Becky Martin reconsiders works of art produced by, or
thought to be produced by, Greeks and Phoenicians during the first millennium B.C., when they were in prolonged contact with one another. Although
primordial narratives that emphasize an essential quality of Greek and Phoenician identities have been critiqued for decades, Martin contends that the study
of ancient history has not yet effectively challenged the idea of the inevitability of the political and cultural triumph of Greece. She aims to show how the
methods used to study ancient history shape perceptions of it and argues that art is especially positioned to revise conventional accountings of the history of
Greek-Phoenician interaction. Examining Athenian and Tyrian coins, kouros statues and wall mosaics, as well as the familiar Alexander Sarcophagus and the
sculpture known as the "Slipper Slapper, " Martin questions what constituted "Greek" and "Phoenician" art and, by extension, Greek and Phoenician identity.
Approaches to Greek Myth Lowell Edmunds 2014-09-11 “A handy introduction to some of the more useful methodological approaches to and the previous
scholarship on the subject of Greek myths.” —Phoenix Since the first edition of Approaches to Greek Myth was published in 1990, interest in Greek mythology
has surged. There was no simple agreement on the subject of “myth” in classical antiquity, and there remains none today. Is myth a narrative or a
performance? Can myth be separated from its context? What did myths mean to ancient Greeks and what do they mean today? Here, Lowell Edmunds brings
together practitioners of eight of the most important contemporary approaches to the subject. Whether exploring myth from a historical, comparative, or
theoretical perspective, each contributor lucidly describes a particular approach, applies it to one or more myths, and reflects on what the approach yields that
others do not. Edmunds’s new general and chapter-level introductions recontextualize these essays and also touch on recent developments in scholarship in
the interpretation of Greek myth. Contributors are Jordi Pàmias, on the reception of Greek myth through history; H. S. Versnel, on the intersections of myth
and ritual; Carolina López-Ruiz, on the near Eastern contexts; Joseph Falaky Nagy, on Indo-European structure in Greek myth; William Hansen, on myth and
folklore; Claude Calame, on the application of semiotic theory of narrative; Christiane Sourvinou-Inwood, on reading visual sources such as vase paintings; and
Robert A. Segal, on psychoanalytic interpretations. “A valuable collection of eight essays . . . Edmunds’s book provides a convenient opportunity to grapple
with the current methodologies used in the analysis of literature and myth.” —New England Classical Newsletter and Journal
Herodotus and Hellenistic Culture Jessica Priestley 2014-02-13 In a series of literary studies, Priestley explores some of the earliest ancient responses to
Herodotus' Histories through the extant written record of the early and middle Hellenistic period. Responses to the Histories were rich and varied, and the
range of Hellenistic writers responding in different ways to Herodotus' work is in part a reflection of the Histories'own broad scope. The Histories remained
relevant in this later age and continued to speak meaningfully to a broad range of readers long after Herodotus' death. Herodotus and Hellenistic Culture
explores a variety of discourses where Herodotus occupies an important place in the intellectual background, and, in particular, it draws attention to writers
not usually categorized as historians in order to broaden our perspectives on Herodotus' cultural importance. Through discussions of contemporary discourse
relating to, for instance, the Persian Wars, geography, the wondrous, aesthetics, literary style, and biography, it nuances our understanding of how ancient
readers reacted to and appropriated the Histories to serve their own distinct rhetorical goals. The volume also contributes to scholarship that reappraises the
very term 'Hellenistic', drawing attention to both diachronic continuities and synchronic diversity in ancient Greek literature.
Popular Controversies in World History: Investigating History's Intriguing Questions [4 volumes] Steven L. Danver 2010-12-22 Covering prehistoric times to
the modern era, this fascinating resource presents pro-and-con arguments regarding unresolved, historic controversies throughout the development of the
world. • Includes 58 chapters in four volumes that address significant historical questions focused upon topics such as the Old Testament, the Roman Empire,
the historic Buddha, William Shakespeare, the assassination of John F. Kennedy, and weapons of mass destruction • Provides a pro-and-con debate format that
encourages readers to evaluate the validity of arguments and evidence
A Brief History of Ancient Greek Stephen Colvin 2014-01-28 A BRIEF HISTORY OF Ancient Greek Attested since the fourteenth century BC, and still spoken
today by over 10 million people, Greek has been one of the most influential languages in human history. English, Spanish, French, Russian, and Arabic are
among the many languages to have borrowed key terms and concepts from Greek. A Brief History of Ancient Greek takes the reader through the history of
this ancient language from its Indo-European beginnings right up to the present day, and explains key relationships between the language and literature of the
Classical period (500–300 bc). The development of the language is also related to the social and political context, in line with modern sociolinguistic thought.
The book reflects the latest scholarship on subjects such as koine Greek, and the relationship between literary and vernacular Greek. All Greek is transliterated
and translated where appropriate, so that the text is accessible to readers who know little or no Greek, including scholars and students who require an
accessible overview of the history of the language, or linguists and professionals who need a quick source of data and background information.
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